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Getting the books governance by numbers the making of a legal model of allegiance now is not type of
challenging means. You could not solitary going with book stock or library or borrowing from your links
to entry them. This is an extremely easy means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online
pronouncement governance by numbers the making of a legal model of allegiance can be one of the options
to accompany you next having additional time.
It will not waste your time. take me, the e-book will very spread you other business to read. Just
invest tiny epoch to approach this on-line declaration governance by numbers the making of a legal model
of allegiance as capably as review them wherever you are now.
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Governance by Numbers: The Making of a Legal Model of ...
Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Hart Studies in Comparative Public Law
Ser.: Governance by Numbers : The Making of a Legal Model of Allegiance by Alain Supiot (2020, Trade
Paperback) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!
Hart Studies in Comparative Public Law Ser.: Governance by ...
The division of the volume in two parts resonates with the core argument put forward by the author who
states that in the last few decades the organization of human action has become increasingly governed by
numbers and quantification rather than law. In a nutshell, the main function of constitutional orders
has moved from government to governance. Supiot capitalizes on this point in order to show that this
move has transformed the role and the status of law in contemporary societies.
Governance by Numbers. The Making of a Legal Model of ...
The West's cherished dream of social harmony by numbers is today disrupting all our familiar legal
frameworks - the state, democracy and law itself. Its scientistic vision shaped both Taylorism and
Soviet Planning, and today, with 'globalisation', it is flourishing in the form of governance by
numbers. Shunning the goal of governing by just laws, and empowered by the information and communication
technologies, governance champions a new normative ideal of attaining measurable objectives.
Governance by Numbers: The Making of a Legal Model of ...
ISBN: 9781509907748 9781509936977 1509907742 1509936971: OCLC Number: 959807567: Description: xi, 310
pages : illustrations ; 24 cm. Contents: In search of a machine of government --The fortunes of an
ideal: ruling by law --Other perspectives on law --The dream of social harmony by numbers --The
development of normative uses of quantification --The law geared to numbers : from the gosplan to ...
Governance by numbers : the making of a legal model of ...
Governance by Numbers. The Making of a Legal Model of Allegiance. Alain Supiot Translated by Saskia
Brown Oxford and Portland, Oregon • Hart Publishing • 2017 • 310 p. • The West’s cherished dream of
social harmony by numbers is today disrupting all our familiar legal frameworks — the state, democracy
and law itself. Its scientistic vision
Governance by Numbers. The Making of a Legal Model of ...
Governance by Numbers by Alain Supiot is the title of a book published in 2015, and based on two lecture
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series given at the Collège de France, "From government by laws to governance by numbers" (2012), and
"Figures of allegiance" (2013).. The film “Governance by Numbers” gives an overview of the book in the
form of an extended conversation, divided into seven illustrated chapters.
Governance by Numbers - Introduction - The Social State ...
Rule by the wise; a system of governance in which decision making is in the hands of philosophers.
(advocated by Plato) Plutocracy: Rule by the wealthy; a system wherein governance is indebted to,
dependent upon or heavily influenced by the desires of the rich. Plutocratic influence can alter any
form of government.
List of forms of government - Wikipedia
Management is then about making those decisions – gathering information, identifying options, making
trade-offs, etc. When governance encroaches on management, people either lose sight of overall
priorities or they make decisions without understanding operational context. If governance tries to
replace people’s skills and judgement, it will ...
Governance: nine steps to good decision making – Econsultancy
Governance by Numbers. The Making of a Legal Model of Allegiance. Goldoni, M. (2018) Alain Supiot.
Governance by Numbers. The Making of a Legal Model of Allegiance. International Journal of
Constitutional Law, 16 (3), pp. 1041-1043. (doi: 10.1093/icon/moy079) [Book Review] Full text not
currently available from Enlighten.
Alain Supiot. Governance by Numbers. The Making of a Legal ...
Governance determines who has power, who makes decisions, how other players make their voice heard and
how account is rendered. Governance is how society or groups within it, organize to make decisions. What
is Governance? 9m27s
What is Governance? | Institute on Governance
The role of corporate governance in a company's hierarchy is an essential one to allow for conflict
resolution and appropriate involvement of all shareholders. Strategic management plays a significant
role in corporate governance decision making. The two are closely linked and should work together.
The Role of Corporate Governance in Strategic Decision Making
But this is the sort of argument some corporate governance watchdogs make. Last spring, for example, the
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California Public Employees Retirement System wanted Buffett booted off the board of the ...
Corporate Governance by the Numbers: It Doesn't Work ...
Decision-Making and Implementation. Governance entails two processes: decision-making and implementation
of the decision. In broad terms, decision-making refers the process by which a person or group of
persons, guided by socio-political structures, arrive at a decision involving their individual and
communal needs and wants. ...
WHAT IS GOVERNANCE? | Law, Politics, and Philosophy
Studies show higher numbers of women in parliament generally contribute to stronger attention to women's
issues. Women's political participation is a fundamental prerequisite for gender equality and genuine
democracy. It facilitates women's direct engagement in public decision-making and is a means of ensuring
better accountability to women.
Political Participation of Women | UN Women – Asia-Pacific
Fingerprint Dive into the research topics of 'Book Review - Escaping Labour Law's Matrix: <i>Governance
by Numbers: The Making of a Legal Model of Allegiance</i>, Alain Supiot, (Saskia Brown trans.,
Bloomsbury, 2017, 336 pp)'. Together they form a unique fingerprint. labor law Social Sciences
Book Review - Escaping Labour Law's Matrix: Governance by ...
Corporate governance is the structure of rules, practices, and processes used to direct and manage a
company. A company's board of directors is the primary force influencing corporate governance.
Corporate Governance Definition - investopedia.com
From day-to-day operations to strategic planning for UB 2020 and beyond, the constant stream of data
flowing into the university is now a crucial part of how our institution works. That&rsquo;s why a new
data governance initiative began in 2015 to determine where our institutional data comes from, who is
interpreting it and how it is interpreted.

The West's cherished dream of social harmony by numbers is today disrupting all our familiar legal
frameworks - the state, democracy and law itself. Its scientistic vision shaped both Taylorism and
Soviet Planning, and today, with 'globalisation', it is flourishing in the form of governance by
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numbers. Shunning the goal of governing by just laws, and empowered by the information and communication
technologies, governance champions a new normative ideal of attaining measurable objectives. Programmes
supplant legislation, and governance displaces government. However, management by objectives revives
forms of law typical of economic vassalage. When a person is no longer protected by a law applying
equally to all, the only solution is to pledge allegiance to someone stronger than oneself. Rule by law
had already secured the principle of impersonal power, but in taking this principle to extremes,
governance by numbers has paradoxically spawned a world ruled by ties of allegiance.
"Is democratic governance good for economic prosperity? Does it accelerate progress towards social
welfare and human development? Does it generate a peace-dividend and reduce conflict at home? Within the
international community, democracy and governance are widely advocated as intrinsically desirable goals.
Nevertheless, alternative schools of thought dispute their consequences and the most effective strategy
for achieving critical developmental objectives. This book argues that both liberal democracy and state
capacity need to be strengthened to ensure effective development, within the constraints posed by
structural conditions. Liberal democracy allows citizens to express their demands, hold public officials
to account and rid themselves of ineffective leaders. Yet rising public demands that cannot be met by
the state generate disillusionment with incumbent officeholders, the regime, or ultimately the promise
of liberal democracy ideals. Thus governance capacity also plays a vital role in advancing human
security, enabling states to respond effectively to citizen's demands"-Today's world is crowded with international laws and institutions that govern the global economy. This
post-World War II accumulation of hard multilateral and soft plurilateral institutions by no means
constitutes a comprehensive, coherent and effective system of global economic governance. As
intensifying globalization thrusts many longstanding domestic issues onto the international stage, there
is a growing need to create at the global level the more comprehensive, coherent and effective
governance system that citizens have long taken for granted at home. This book offers the first
comprehensive look at this critical question of international relations. It examines how, and how well,
the multilateral organizations and the G8 are dealing with the central challenges facing the
contemporary international community, how they have worked well and poorly together, and how they can
work together more effectively to provide badly needed public goods. It is an ideal reference guide for
anyone interested in institutions of global governance.
This particular publication presents 21 case studies of governance reforms that have helped to better
protect human rights. The title aims to help fill the gap between human rights standards and principles,
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on the one hand, and their implementation through governance interventions on the other. Those engaged
in governance reforms frequently ask about the relevance of human rights, and how they can be
meaningfully incorporated. Also once states have adopted appropriate legal frameworks, how can they and
other social actors improve the implementation through further governance reforms. Divided into four
sections, it addresses the key areas that need to be considered when embodying human rights as part of
the government framework: Section 1: Strengthening democratic institutions; Section 2: Improving service
delivery; Section 3: The rule of law; Section 4: Combating corruption.
This report takes stock of discussions between academics and country practitioners on opportunities to
improve the design and delivery of regional development policies in a series of seminars organised
during 2017 by the OECD and the European Commission. What can governments do to enhance ...
This report provides a comprehensive analysis of the challenges confronting Chile’s centralised growth
model and recommendations towards developing a more integrated territorial approach.
This volume brings together both academic and institutional perspectives to examine the production, use
and contestation of indicators in global governance. It provides a unique and comprehensive guide to the
latest research in the study of indicators and their use in global governance and policy making. The
editors provide a guide to the recent vast body of literature and practice on measuring governance and
measurement as governance at the global level, and present a state-of-the-art analysis of social science
research on indicators at both the transnational and the global level. The Handbook brings together
scholars from a variety of disciplines and perspectives, as well as policy-makers from international
organisations and non-government organisations working in the field. This volume will be a valuable
resource for students and academics in the fields of public policy, administration and management,
international relations, political science, law, and globalisation, as well as policy makers and
practitioners.
International statistical comparisons of nations have become commonplace in the contemporary landscape
of education policy and social science. This book discusses the emergence of these international
comparisons as a particular style of reasoning about education, society and science. By examining how
international educational assessments have come to dominate much of contemporary policymaking concerning
school system performance, the authors provide concrete case studies highlighting the preeminent role of
numbers in furthering neoliberal education reform. Demonstrating how numbers serve as ‘rationales’ to
shape and fashion social issues, this text opens new avenues for thinking about institutional and
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epistemological factors that produce and shape educational policy, research and schooling in
transnational contexts.
This book provides a comparative study of the role of international organizations in environmental
governance. Whilst a growing body of literature considers global governance in a number of policy areas,
this volume delivers one of the first comprehensive accounts of international organizations in relation
to environmental policy. Providing the reader with key insights within this area of global governance,
the book focuses on policies developing in relation to climate change, biodiversity and international
environmental funding. Presenting a compelling and up-to-date account of developments within this
burgeoning policy area, the volume: • includes a range of case studies including the World Bank, UNEP
and the OECD • presents quantitative and qualitative research that advances understanding of
international organizations in the field of international relations • delivers contributions from a
range of internationally renowned academics and specialists within the field International Organizations
in Global Environmental Governance will be of interest to students and scholars of international
relations theory, international economics, environmental policy, organizational theory and environmental
studies.
This report offers a comprehensive overview of decentralisation policies and reforms in OECD countries
and beyond. Sometimes called a “silent” or “quiet” revolution, decentralisation is among the most
important reforms of the past 50 years. The report argues that decentralisation outcomes – in ...
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